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Queen Caroline of Naples
SOME time ago the editor of this review placed in my handsabout thirty letters addressed by Queen Caroline of Naples,
wife of Ferdinand IV, to Mr. Bobert Pagan, who was consul-general
in Sicily at the beginning of the century.1 The letters range in date
over about a year, from March 1812 to April 1813. Some of them
are in Italian and a few in French. They are fall of denunciation of
the queen's wrongs and of abuse of Lord William Bentinck. There is
one letter of his lordship's in which he vies with the queen in strong
expressions. Lord William writes from Palermo, 26 Sept. [1812],
to Mr. Fagan: ' I have read your note just now informing me of the
queen having sent to you to say that the hereditary prince was
declared to be so Ql as to be unable to hold for the future the
reins of government. This must be one of her lies, of which she
deals out a great abundance. I think it will be better to put an
end to the negotiations which she takes either for the want of
decision or of instruction, and therefore if she sends for you again I
beg you will not go to her.' Although it was obvious from the corre-
spondence that the relations between Lord William and the queen
were of anything but an amicable character, it did not appear easy
to determine who was in the right. Lord William has always had
the reputation of a just and upright man and a good officer. Queen
Caroline receives a good character from the hands of her German
biographer Helfert. I felt that it would not be fair to write upon
the subject with one-sided evidence in my hands. I therefore made
a careful study of the correspondence relating to Sicily in the Public
Record Office from February 1811 to June 1818. Even then it was
not easy to come to a decision. Those who were best acquainted
with both sides of the case seem to have condemned the queen.
At the same time great allowance must be made for an impulsive
passionate nature coming into violent conflict with a cold and obsti-
nate Englishman. In thin tina-mma. I have determined to lay the facts
1
 These letters to his grandfather ware kindly plaaed at my dispoul by Mr. Lonia
Fagan, of the Print Boom, British Museum, who adds that Bobert Pagan was bom
at Cork, and died in Borne 16 Ang. 1816. Besides his other T ^ T I I . hs was
distinguished^*! an amateur artist, and in 1813 «rMhft««1 in th» Eoyal Academy the
portrait of Lord Amherst's children.—H!HTT«T» TTTirrr»«T<itT. B
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1887 QUEEN CAROLINE OF NAPLES 488
before the readers of *>"'»» review, and allow them to judge for them-
selves. It will probably be found that the inevitable force of circum-
stances is more to be blamed than either the lady or her adversary.
Naples did not become involved in the troubles which followed the
French revolution until nearly ten years after its outbreak- In 1798
the king of the Two Sicilies joined the coalition against France. The
Neapolitan army marched into the Eoman territory under the com-
mand of the king. No time was lost by France in avenging the insult.
The army retreated, the old king returned to Naples in the clothes of
a lord-in-waiting, a terrible insurrection broke out in the capital,
and the royal family took refuge, 21 Dec. 1798, in the ' Vanguard,'
Nelson's flagship, which three days later sailed for Palermo. The
lazzaroni did their best to resist the French, they broke open the
prisons and let out the convicts, but could not stand against regu-
lar troops, and on 28 Jan. Championnet was after a severe struggle
master of the city. The Parthenopean republic was established by
the French, and Ferdinand IV did not return to his country till after
the signing of the peace of Amiens in 1802. He was brought back
with great rejoicings by British ships and under British protection.
Queen Caroline, who had left Palermo two years before for Schon-
brunn, hastened to join him. One of the first results of the breach of
the peace of Amiens was the occupation of Naples by the French.
A hundred and thirty thousand men under Governor St. Cyr occu-
pied all the ports and strong places from Pescara to Brindisi. Alquier,
the French minister in Naples, insisted upon the rHumifisftl of Acton,
the true and tried servant of the Neapolitan monarchy. Ferdinand
dared not refuse, and could only console himself by bestowing a
pension on the fallen favourite with the title of prince. Again upon
the throne the king and queen found themselves embarrassed by
the conflicting nla-ima of powerful neighbours. On which side
should they range themselves—on the side of France or on that of
the allies ? Which power was more likely to secure to them the
integrity of their dominions and the security of their throne ?
The defiance of England had been followed by a. new coalition
against Napoleon by Austria and Bussia. There were signs of
Austrian sympathies at Naples, as a new Austrian ambassador had
been received with obtrusive welcome. In answer to this the French
garrison was strengthened, and Napoleon sent two letters to the
Tring and queen, threatening them in direct and even brutal language
with the consequence of their joining the coalition. ' The moment
that war breaks out,' he writes to the daughter of Maria Theresa,
' you and your family will have ceased to reign, and your children
will wander throughout Europe to beg assistance for their parents.'
In the spring of 1805 Napoleon incited the wrath of Italy, and
made up his mind to extend his dominions from one end of the
peninsula to the other. In spite of Napoleon's desire not to cause
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484 QUEEN CAROLINE OF NAPLES July
alarm, this design could not long remain unknown to the parties most
interested. They had no refuge but in joining the coalition. ABussian
ambassador appeared at Naples. Alqnier reported to his court the
wavering allegiance of the sovereigns towards the French. At the
beginning of September St. Cyr had orders to break up from the
extreme south of Italy and march towards the capital. The queen in
great alarm saw no way of safety but by signing a secret treaty
of alliance with Bussia. StQl the outward appearance of friendship
with France had to be observed. Talleyrand insisted on the king
agreeing to a treaty of neutrality with France. It was looked upon
on both sides as waste paper: by the French as a device for g*""i"g
time; by Ferdinand as a measure extorted by compulsion, to be
cast aside on the first opportunity.
It would have been difficult for the most keen-sighted statesman
to foretell on which side victory would incline. The whole strength of
England, Bussia, and Austria was ranged against Napoleon. Prussia
was only waiting for the first gleam of victory to join the coalition.
How could France, scarcely recovered from serious defeats, stand
against such combined efforts ? AH these plans were disconcerted
by the marvellous rapidity and good fortune of the French emperor.
On 5 November the last French troops crossed the frontier of Naples
on their way to the north, but a fortnight before the whole army of
Mack had capitulated at Ulm; on 20 November the combined Eng-
lish and Busaian fleets sailed into the bay of Naples, and Alquier
demanded his passports. Twelve days later the battle of Auster-
litz was fought, and on 29 D e c , the day after the wigning of the
peace of Fressburg, Napoleon issued a proclamation to bis army
that the dynasty of Naples had ceased to reign. The allies on whom
the queen had relied began to desert her; the English troops sailed
to Sicily, the Bussians to Corfu. On 8 February the French army
again crossed the Garigliano, and four days later Ferdinand and
Caroline set sail for Sicily. Joseph Bonaparte was made king of
Naples, to be succeeded two years later by Murat- From this time
the situation is a very complicated one. Joseph and Murat are
both convinced that Naples is a valueless and incomplete possession
without the addition of Sicily. The Neapolitan sovereigns in Sicily
are supported by English arms. Sicily was regarded by the "F.ngiinh
partly as a third station in the Mediterranean besides Gibraltar and
Malta, and partly as a point of departure for harassing the French
in Sicily. Ferdinand, or rather Caroline by whom he was urged, dis-
liked the French and English equally. She was German by birth and
Italian by education. Her great desire was to have her own way, and
be restored to the position, which she had held for so many years, of
queen of the Two Sicilies. She was willing to be friendly with either
party who would secure that end ; she was the enemy of which-
ever party was for the moment the most likely to deprive her of her
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1887 QUEEN CAROLINE OF NAPLES 485
crown and of her remaining possessions. Joseph and Murat were
open enemies, but the "RngHuh might at any moment put an end to
the sovereignty which they had already reduced to a shadow, and
annpT Sicily as they had annexed Afn.lt.%. Nor was it certain that
Sicily might not at some time or other be surrendered by the
Frngiinh as the price of peace. Such an arrangement had been dis-
cussed between Lord Yarmouth and Talleyrand in 1806, and the
negotiations had only been put an end to by the death of Fox. The
connexion with England was indeed a material advantage to the
Sicilian court. By the treaty of commerce signed between England
and Naples in 1808, we had undertaken the defence of Messina and
Augusta, which required a garrison of at least a thousand strong;
we also covenanted to pay the court a yearly subsidy of 300,0002.,
to date from September 1805, the date of the landing of the Anglo-
Bussian forces in Naples, and eighteen months later this sum was
raised to 400,0001. Notwithstanding this liberality the queen's
demands for pecuniary aid were persistent and importunate.
The peace of Vienna, which followed the battle of Wagram in
1809, affected the relations of the Sicilian royal family to Napoleon.
The reconciliation between France and Austria was confirmed by
ihe marriage of Napoleon with Marie Louise, whose mother was
Maria Theresa, the daughter of Ferdinand. Thus the great emperor
became the grandson of Queen Caroline. Although Murat, king of
Naples, had married another Caroline, the sister of Napoleon, who
combined the beauty of the family with the talent of her brother, re-
lations were not always very smooth between his great protector and
tiitTiafllf. TTin haughty spirit led him to aim at a more independent
kingship, and the favour of Napoleon might at any time be changed
into wrath and revenge. It was natural that Queen Caroline should
not neglect the opportunity which her connexion with the French
imperial court offered of regaining her coveted palaces. Lord
Amherst, writing to Lord Wellesley on 8 Feb. 1811, says that he
has further information of an arrangement between Naples and
Austria, by which Naples is to be restored to Ferdinand IV, and
that a prince of the house of Austria is to be placed on the throne
of Sicily. ' This project is to be put into execution by means of
German troops, to whom it is imagined that the HimKana would
oppose less hostility than to an army con HI sting of French and
Neapolitans.' The inhabitants of Sicily are to be deprived of arms;
the levee en masse of the population, which had been so potent an
instrument against the French, is to be discouraged. The queen is
constantly corresponding with Vienna in cipher, notwithstanding
her solemn promise, after the marriage of Marie Louise, that she
would break off all connexion with the court of her birth—the
pledge given in March 1810, both by the king and queen, of
unshaken loyalty to the alliance with Great Britain. He adds: ' If
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486 QUEEN CAROLINE OF NAPLES July
your lordship asks me how I can reconcile these assurances with
the engagements now supposed to be entered into with our enemies,
I answer that I believe jealousy of the designs of Great Britain
predominates in the queen's mind over the hatred she may entertain
for Bonaparte; and with respect to his Sicilian majesty—never
doubting for a moment the loyalty and fidelity of his principles, I
think deception may be practised towards him, and that a plot may
be carried on in which he is no partaker.'
Just at this time another matter caused additional strain to the
relations between the English and Sicilian governments. Sicily
had for a considerable time possessed a parliament of estates of the
medieval and feudal type. It consisted of three arms or branches,
the barons, the clergy, PJU\ the tenants of the crown. Among the
last were the most important towns under the presidency of the
prater of Palermo. The parliament met every four years, and in
later times consisted of 62 prelates, 124 barons, and 46 deputies
from the crown lands. The prince of Butera, as holding eighteen
fiefs, had command of as many votes. The different branches of
the assembly met and voted separately. During the vacation of
parliament a committee of three from each arm watched over the
expenditure of the taxes and the execution of the laws.1 The time
had come when a new parliament was to be summoned. It was
opened by the crown prince in the grand hall of the royal palace at
Palermo on 25 Jan. 1810. A yearly subsidy of 250,000 ounces had
been voted in 1802 and 1806. The parliament was now ordered to
increase this to 800,000 ounces, and to give besides a donation to
the queen and one to the crown prince on the birth of his infant
daughter. After three weeks, the parliament had only voted a little
more than half the sum asked for; on 18 June the Ving declared
his intention of summoning a new parliament, which was to correct
abuses and equalise taxation. The king promised on his side to
employ in future none but Sicilian ministers. This promise, how-
ever, was not fulfilled. Medici, the minister of finance, was removed,
but the Marchese Donato Tommasi, a Neapolitan, was appointed in
his place. When the new parliament came together, it was found
to be less willing to vote money than its predecessor, and it proposed
a reform in taxation, which was accepted by the king. The needs
' of the court continued to be as pressing as ever. The English sub-
sidy was granted for certain well-defined purposes, and, as we shall
presently see, was suspended on the ground that its application had
been improperly altered. On 4 Feb. 1811 Tommasi took strong
measures for bringing money into the royal coffers. An edict was
issued which imposed a tax of one per cent, on all money payments
of every description whatsoever. Further a proposal was made to
sell by lottery a large amount of property belonging to religious
' Botteck and Welcker, ix. 63. Helfert, p. 439.
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1887 QUEEN CAROLINE OF NAPLES 487
orders. 15,000 tickets were to be issued at ten ounces each, which
would bring in a sum equal to 112,500Z.3 The edict imposing the
tax was entirely unconstitutional. Only four cases existed in which
the authority of parliament could be dispensed with in raising
supplies—an enemy in the country, an insurrection, the captivity of
the king, and the marriage of his daughters. No such exercise of
arbitrary authority had been known since the war of the Austrian
succession. The measure was a great hindrance to commerce, and
specially injurious to the numerous English firms settled in the
island. Immediately on the appearance of the edict, forty out of
the fifty-seven barons of which the military arm was then composed,
with Prince Belmonte at their head, drew up a protest against it.
They commanded amongst them 160 votes out of the 275 which
were assigned to their order. The population found means to evade
the edict. Business arrangements, which before depended on law,
were now left to rest on the good faith of the contracting parties.
The protest of the barons was presented to the king, but the tax
continued to be levied. The lottery project failed; only a small
number of the tickets were taken up.
If we are to believe our agents, the eyes of the Sicilians were
turned with hope to the English government. Lord Amherst had
been recalled, and Lord William Bentdnck, who was to take his
place as civil and military governor of the island, was looked for
with impatience, as pursuing a more energetic exercise of Epglish
authority.
Lord William Bentinck's arrival (says Mr. Douglas, writing on
22 June 1811) is expected, with a degree of anxiety which nobody can con-
ceive but those who are on the spot. The Sicilians look up with eager
. and gasping hope that he may be bearer of instructions to adopt a lofty
and decisive tone which may compel the court to the adoption of a milder
system of government. I can assure you most positively that the majority
of the Sicilians will be satisfied with nothing less than the British flag
flying ail over Sicily. It is impossible that things can go on as they are
at present Last year when I made the tour of the island I found the
universal cry to be ' If the English trill not take Sicily, the French must.'
These expressions of opinion, whether true or false, were not calcu-
lated to influence the queen favourably towards the English, and she
had been the more alarmed by a discussion which took place in parlia-
ment upon the Sicilian subsidy on 1 May. In the meantime she
determined upon a bold stroke. On 19 July a royal decree directed
the arrest of five of the principal barons who had signed the protest,
Princes Belmonte, Vfllarmosa, Villafranca, Petrulla, and AcL* They
were carried off by a Sicilian corvette under the gnns of Admiral
» Amherrt to WeUealey, 26 March 181L
• Douglas to Wellesley, 24 Jane 1811.
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488 QUEEN CAROLINE OF NAPLES July
Boyle's flagship to be confined in various Italian islands. Three
days after this event Bentinck reached Palermo.
Lord WiQiam Charles Cavendish Bentinck, second son of the
third duke of Portland, was born 14 Sept. 1774. He served in the
Scots Greys under the duke of York in Flanders, was attached to
the army of Suworov in Italy, was from 1804 to 1807 governor
of Madras, and commanded an English brigade at the battle of
Corunna. He had therefore enjoyed ample experience both of civil
and military commands. TTft was a just and Upright man. TTia nhJAf
defect was that he was too much of an TinglinliTnan, and was apt to
consider narrow English remedies as a panacea for all political
diseases whenever they might arise. He had received very ample
instructions both open and secret. He was to be at once am-
bassador and commander-in-chief, to exercise all the functions
which had been separately performed by Lord Amherst and Sir
James Stuart. His first attention was to be directed to the subsidy.
That was to be devoted to the payment of the Sicilian army and
navy in due proportions, and an account of expenditure was to be
rendered to the English government every three months. There
is a grave suspicion that these conditions had not been complied
with; if Bentinck finds them justified, he is to threaten the sus-
pension of payment. The due application of the subsidy for the
defence of the island is regarded as the keystone of the alliance.
At the same time other important matters will nlaim Bentinck's
attention. The discontent of the Sicilian nation, arising from the
exclusion of Sicilians from the government and the employment of
Neapolitans, from the neglect of the advice of parliament and the
imposition of arbitrary taxes, is of serious moment to English in-
terests. The feudal rights of the nobility and the privileges of
corporations are serious hindrances to the development of the
country. The irritation caused by these evils is so great that there
is danger of a revolution; the queen is jealous of English influ-
ence, and is afraid that she and her husband may at any time be
sacrificed, to France. Bentinck was to remove if possible the
causes of this jealousy. He was to give a solemn pledge that so
long as Ferdinand was faithful to England, the "RngHnh govern-
ment would Tn^pTi all circumstances TTnunfatfn hi a right both to
Sicily and Naples, and at any rate secure him in the possession of
Sicily. But the court must be willing to listen to F.ngh'Rh advice.
England does not wish to interfere in the internal government
of Sicily, except where abuses jeopardise the defence against the
common enemy and the security of the English alliance. It is
absolutely necessary that Sicilians should be admitted to the mi-
nistry, and that the orders of parliament should be attended to. If
the neglect of these measures should lead to a revolution, English
arms could not be used to put it down. On the other hand, if the
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1887 QUEEN CAROLINE OF NAPLES 489
king will listen to English warnings, the British forces will be
employed in the protection of his person and government, in main-
taining his jnst and legitimate authority in Sicily, as well as in the
defence of the island against the enemy.
Bentinck had a weary task before him. He was to give advice
which might be good and was certain to be unpalatable. He was
to offer it with discretion and temper. It was only too probable
that the discretion and temper would be such as instigated the
severity of John Knox towards Mary Stuart. On this first occa-
sion Bentinck only stayed a month in Sicily. He did his best
to induce the king and queen to revoke the obnoxious edict, to
recall the exiled barons, to allow Palermo to be garrisoned by
British troops, and, it is said,* to send a Sicilian contingent of
120,000 men to strengthen the British army in Spain. Bos
advances were met with an absolute refusal. On 27 Aug. Lord
William, having given a brilliant ball on the previous evening, em-
barked on board the ' Cephalus' and sailed with great haste to
London. The queen was in a deep state of dejection. She wrote
on 30 Aug. to the emperor at Vienna: ' l a m almost forgotten by
my enemies, but pressed down and trodden under foot, robbed and
almost dethroned by those who call themselves our friends and
allies, for whom we have sacrificed so much. Will your majesty
grant me a refuge in one of your cities, Brunn, Graz, or Salzburg,
to firnnh my nnhappy life there ? ' ' Shortly after *hia she had a
dangerous attack of illness. On 16 Sept. she took an emetic
against the advice of her physicians, and, experiencing no relief, she
drank twenty-four glasses of water. Soon after this at two o'clock in
the afternoon, whilst she was conversing with the Marchese Tommasi,
she fell down senseless. She was with difficulty carried by five
persons to a sofa. After some time she came to herself and sent for
her confessor and her children. She took an affectionate leave of
them. To her eldest son she recommended her dearly beloved
youngest son Leopold and the bmxgri* who had accompanied her
from Naples. She bade Leopold, then twenty-one years old, to
behave welL To her favourite daughter, the duchess of Genevois,
she said,' Afimi, you have always been, very good to m e ; ' and to
Marie Amelie, duchess of Orleans, afterwards queen of the French,
' I thanlr you also, my dear Emily; live happily.' ' Pray for me, my
children,' she concluded; ' I stand in great need of your prayers.'
At ten o'clock she had another attack, and the last sacraments were
administered to her.. Soon after thin she asked to be bled in the
foot, which had relieved her in a ninn'lnr flln<tfiH at Leghorn. Next
day she was much better, and in a day or two was out of danger.
We shall see, however, that this illness was only the beginning of
the end.
» Helfert, p. 486. ' HeUert, p. 439.
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490 QUEEN CAROLINE OF NAPLES July
At the beginning of November 1811 it was known in Palermo
that Lady William Bentinck, who had remained behind in that city,
was expecting her husband to arrive about the 20th- He did not
actually reach Sicily till 7 Dec. He came with very precise
and not very agreeable instructions. He had informed his govern-
ment that Sicily was by no means in a satisfactory state of defence,
that the military force raised by the English subsidy was, in the
event of an invasion, more likely to be a hindrance than a help,
while the discontent of the population against the government
prevented efficient co-operation against an enemy. Acting on this
advice, Lord Wellesley determined that the subsidy should be sus-
pended from 1 Oct. until Bentinck should *hinlr it advisable to
resume it. The exiled barons were to be recalled, and persons
opposed to the English to be removed from the ministry. THa
instructions further reminded him that there was grave suspicion,
but no absolute proof, that the queen had conducted a treasonable
correspondence with the French. He was to watch carefully for
evidences of guilt, but was to understand that the English troops
were in no case to be used to silence the court of Palermo. If all
advice failed, they were to be transferred to some spot where they
could be of greater use. The placing of the whole disposal of the
subsidy in Bentinck's hands gave him immense authority.
Bentinck was also ordered to superintend a plan for wresting
Italy from the French, which has been little noticed by English
historians. Archduke Francis of Este (afterwards duke of Modena,
now a young Tnn.n of two-and-thirty) had formed the design of
collecting an army in Sardinia for the invasion of Italy. The
English government instructed Bentinck to render what assistance
he could to the enterprise. On his former journey to Palermo he
had stopped at Cagliari to gain what information he could about
the archduke's armament. He reported favourably of him, said
that besides the loss of his dominions he had a special grievance
against Napoleon for having deprived him of his betrothed bride,
Marie Louise. His plan was to collect an army of Austrians and
Italians who were disgusted with Napoleon's government. He looked
especially to the Dalmatians, whose country had recently been annexed
by France, to form the nucleus of the conspiracy. With an army
of t.hin kind he would rouse a national insurrection in Italy against
the French such as they were already contending with in Spain.
The first idea had been to make the Ionian islands «"id the island
of Lissa on the coast of Dalmatda the principal rallying of the arch-
duke's armament, but subsequently the island of Sardinia was
preferred. Bentinck was entrusted with 100,000*. to spend on the
enterprise, and 50,0002. for the defence of Sardinia. He was autho-
rised to promise the archduke 5,0001. a year if he should engage in
actual warfare in Italy. Bentinck was to decide upon all measures
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which it might be desirable to take. At the same time the people of
Italy must not be excited to any exertion which they may not think
necessary for their own safety and interests. The principal reliance
of Italy must rest upon the unanimity, courage, and perseverance of
her own people in applying the resources of their country against
the common enemy with the necessary precautions of prudence.
The season and mode of resistance must be chosen by them on the
spot. It would be wrong to afford any assistance to a partial attack
or premature project which should neither unite the energy or zeal
of the great body of the people, nor be founded on a due sense of
the difficulties and dangers of such an enterprise.7
Bentinck's first step on his arrival was to inform the Marquis
Circello, the prime minister, that the subsidy had been suspended.
Two days later he was presented to the king and queen. Knowing
that the queen was really the mainspring of the government, he was
anxious for a conversation with her as soon as possible, and thin
was arranged for 13 Dec. Bentinck, on being introduced, said
that he wished to see her majesty as soon as possible on his
arrival, as she had been the last person he had taken leave of. The
prince regent of England was actuated solely by friendship and
regard, and never had any other object in view than the honour and
independence of the king of Sicily. Here the queen stopped him, and
asked him if he were an honest man and could make such a remark.
For six years it had been the settled wish of the English to take the
country. Fox le spirituel had said so, Moore le Jacobin enragi did not
deny it, Drummond qiriparlait comme unfou, Stuart, and Bentinck
himself were all working to the same end. She had always said so
to her ministers, who first thought her mad, but now admitted that
she was right. How had we behaved with regard to Spain ? Prince
Leopold had been invited by the-Spanish ministry, and we refused
to let him go.. Sir John Stuart had remained at Ischia inactive
with 28,000 men, when there were only 8,000 French in Naples.
On Bentinck urging the employment of Sicilians, she said that the
Vmg ought to be allowed to choose his own servants. The council
consisted of Butera, Cassaro, and Parisi, who were Sicilians,
Circello, qui est une bete, Medici, who was an able man, and Artali,
minister of war. ' As for him,' she said, ' he is a fool whom you
may boil, cook, and roast if you please.' It would be impossible to
compose the council of Sicilians, from the difficulty of finding
persons who could read and write. Cassaro was an honest man,
and, she added ironically, ' a great genius. He has a sublime idea
of geography; he would think it quite natural if you told him that
the English squadron had just anchored in the port of "Vienna."
She would be very glad to see Prince Belmonte in the ministry,
because he would immediately turn against the English. In the
' Lord WelUsley to Lord W. Bantinck, October 1811.
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very room in which they were now standing he had cautioned her
against the FingliBh, who wished to reduce the sovereign to the
condition of a nabob. It was quite impossible either that Bentinck
could command the army or that the barons should be recalled.
She had never corresponded with Napoleon nor with his grand-
daughter ; Napoleon was a eoquin. She would leave the country,
not to beg her bread in "England or Italy, but to go to Germany,
and hoped that a frigate would not be refused her to take her to
Durazzo or Constantinople. The king might do as he pleased;
perhaps he would abdicate in favour of his son. The conversation
lasted two hours. It left the impression on Bentinck that, with
exceeding good abilities, she probably never had any common sense,
and that her mind, enfeebled by age (she was now fifty-nine years
of age), by vast quantities of opium and the operation of violent
passions, had reached a state little short of actual insanity.8 Two
days before *hia interview the queen had sent for Fagan, the British
consul-general, with whom she had quarrelled, and whom she had
not seen fox a year.
There ia no doubt that Bentinck and the English government
believed firmly that the queen had carried on treasonable corre-
spondence with the enemy, with Marat certainly, if not with
Napoleon. It is difficult from the materials at hand to get a clear
idea of when this was, but there seems to be evidence that during
the year 1811 tolerably frequent communications were kept up
between Palermo and Naples. A gmn.11 felucca mounting one or
two guns would sail from Naples to Palmerola, the westernmost of
the Ponza group; thence it would proceed nearly due south to
Ustica, a small isolated island lying due north of Palermo about
five hours' saiL The emissary would remain ten or twelve days at
Palermo, and have frequent interviews with the queen three hours
after sunset. The emissary would return by the same route.
Prince Ascoli was in the secret, and one Castroni conducted the
correspondence. The letters were sealed by a lyre with the inscrip-
tion Nout 8<mmes & accord. It appeared that Napoleon had pro-
mised the queen compensation for herself and a niece of his own
for Prince Leopold if she would co-operate in driving the English
out of Sicily. Murat was to inarch his troops down to Beggio,
while the Sicilian troops attacked the "English and favoured the
landing of the French at Messina. The fleet had been corrupted,
and two battalions devoted to the queen had been formed under the
supervision of the police. There is so much converging evidence
for a dpwign of this kind that the charge is probably not without
foundation. It is corroborated by the rftmarir^ Mq conversation
between General DonMn and General Goldemar which will be found
at length at the end of this article.
* Bentmck to Wolleilej, 38 Dec 1811.
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Another charge was of a totally different character. A certain
Baron Jacobi, a German diplomatist, was overheard at Messina
giving utterance to designs for taming the English oat of Sicily.
It was said that in pursuance of a secret article of the treaty of
Vienna, Naples and Calabria were to be restored to King Ferdinand,
while Sicily was given to one of the emperor's brothers. The ar-
rangement was sanctioned by the court of St. Petersburg, and
Baron Jacobi was sent to Palermo as the envoy of Austria-9 What-
ever might have been the result of either of these plans, they were
frustrated by the arrival of Lord William Bentinck. After listen-
ing to all the evidence Bentinck informed his government that it
was his decided opinion that a treacherous correspondence had
been carried on with the enemy. He felt that energetic measures
were necessary for the security, of the island, and deprecated the
limitations of his instructions. He ordered up a regiment from
Malta to Messina, and collected transports at Melazzo and Palermo.
He considered that in ' listening to the call of the whole country'
the British government was ftilfilling the duties of a good and great
nation.10 Admiral Fremantle was also in favour of energetic mea-
sures. He felt sure that there had been treachery on the part of
the Sicilian government, but up to the present he had not dis-
covered any document which would criminate any part of the royal
family.
Bentinck had a second interview with the queen on 2 Jan.
1812. She expressed great anxiety for an accommodation; she
had always been English by sentiment, and ' now,' she said with
a smile, ' I must be English by necessity.' She would not oppose
force. She had persuaded the king not to abdicate, but to re-
turn to Palermo for his birthday. He was now at the Ficuzza,
a shooting-box in the mountains about six miles from Palermo.
She had never corresponded with France, and in future no vessel
should go to Naples without a passport from the English admiral,
and no letter without being shown to Bentinck. She hoped that
Bentinck would come to her at all hours without notice and
speak without restraint. Bentinck took care not to irritate her,
and the interview passed off quietly. From the palace he went
to Gircello, who announced to him the king's concern to appoint
him captain-general under certain restrictions, and showed him a
plan for a new administration. This was to add four new members
to the council, but not to change any of the ministers except the
minister of war. Bentinck said that the arrangement was entirely
unsatisfactory. He declined to give his objections or to propose
names, but said that Prince Cassaro should be consulted. The
next day Circello showed Bentinck a list of names which Prince
• VioUand'i d—l»r»*i««, Sicily, TOL 78-
u Bwrtinek to Wellasley, 1 Jan. 1813.
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Cassaro had suggested for the ministry. Bentinck, however, had
previously seen Prince Cassaro, and had heard from J»m that he
had neither been consulted nor had approved of the names. Ben-
tinck, feeling that whilst the barons remained in exile Prince
Cassaro was the only person who could be trusted to oppose the
queen's measures, urged him to take the three departments of
finance, war, and the interior, leaving the foreign office to Circello.
After some hesitation he accepted.
On 5 Jan. Bentinck accepted an invitation from the king to
visit him at the Ficuzza, where he stayed a night. The Ving did
not talk on politics; this was left to the duke of Ascoli. The duke
abused the queen roundly; he said that she was surrounded by a
crowd of villains and the dregs of Naples, whom he was ashamed to
see in her antechamber. She was a woman with whom nothing
could be carried on, whose intentions varied every five minutes, who
speaks ' to you, to me, to the porter, the priests, with a crowd of
rogues and villains, believes what each one says and changes with
each of their opinions.' He said that the king would never consent
to Prince Cassaro holding these offices, as both the king and the
queen disliked him exceedingly. The only hope lay in the queen's
death, which might not be far distant. On returning to Palermo
Bentinck informed Circello that if Prince Cassaro were not appointed
a principal place in the government he •would leave Palermo for
Messina that day week. On 9 Jan. the court gave way. Bentinck'a
arrangement was carried out except that Gargeles, ' a spy and a
creature of the queen's,' was made minister of war." Notwithstand-
ing this submission Bentinck gave orders for the garrison of
Melazzo to sail to Palermo, Melazzo being reinforced from Messina.
On 16 Jan. by a royal decree the hereditary prince was ap-
pointed vicar-general and alter ego of the king with full powers.
This was attributed to the king's state of health, but Bentinck in a
despatch of 17 Jan. gives a graphic account of the means by which
it was brought about. On the 10th he paid the prince a visit by
invitation, and had a very long conversation with him. The prince
repudiated the suggestion that his mother had corresponded with
the French, while Bentinck disclaimed any desire to acquire the
island on the part of the English. Bentinck urged that the Ving
should abdicate, and that the barons should be recalled. The
prince was afraid of the revolutionary character of the barons, and
did not believe in the existence of popular discontents. Bentinck
said that the only way to drive the French from Italy was to hold
out liberty and a constitution to the nation. Bentinck left the
prince with the impression that he had never spoken with a person
more dispassionate, honest, and. apparently well-meaning. After
conversation the prince went to his mother, fell down on his
ii Bentinck to WeHesley, 11 Jan. 1813.
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knees and urged her to retire from public affairs; he would now
accept the transfer of the royal authority, which the king had
already offered him three times. The queen was very angry, and
reproached her son in the bitterest terms. However, next day
Circello came to Bentinck to say that the queen was going to the
Ficuzza to persuade the king to transfer everything to the prince,
and that he hoped that he would countermand the troops, which
was done accordingly. Fortunately they had not sailed from
Milazzo. Two days later Bentinck saw both the prince and the queen.
The prince had by no means got over his treatment by the queen,
although he said that she was the kindest of mothers. The queen
asked Bentinck what was to be done. He advised abdication, which
the queen would not hear of. She was deeply moved, and said that
the English wished to dethrone the fa'ng and his family. She abused
Napoleon, and said that if she had ever thought of selling Sicily it
would have been to the English. At last she became very wild-
She said that there was only one way to save the king's honour,
that he should place himself at the head of his army to reconquer
Naples, and if necessary die like Tippoo Sahib in the breach. Bentinck
said that the king could do as he pleased with his own troops. She
asked Bentinck to write it down, and forced a pen into his hand, but
when he refused she wrote herself, ' Lord Bentinck declares that he
does not object to the expedition to Naples.' ' This,' she said, ' will
leave you in complete possession of Sicily, which you will not dis-
like.' The king came to Palermo on the 14th, when Bentinck says
that the queen made a last attempt to persuade him not to sur-
render his authority. This, however, is very doubtful. On the 16th,
as we have said above, the prince was appointed alter ego. The
king retired to the Ficuzza and the queen to Santa Croce. The first
acts of the prince were to appoint Bentinck captain-general under the
orders of the Mng, to recall the barons, and to repeal the obnoxious
one per cent. tax. Bentinck was offered a seat upon the council,
which he declined. In consequence of these measures the subsidy
was ordered to be paid in full as before. Nevertheless Bentinck still
continued to suspect the queen. The prince defended her, saying that
injustice was done her, that she did not interfere with him, and that
it was hard that she should not be left in quiet in her retirement.
At Messina, whither he had gone upon business, Bentinck heard
detailed accounts of the queen's correspondence with the enemy.
She had written to Murat, to Napoleon, to Marie Louise, to offer to
give up the island to the French if some compensation could be found
for her husband and herself. The kingdom of Holland had been
suggested. The correspondence was carried on with melodramatic
secrecy. Letters were written in lemon juice or pricked in from
holes which could only be seen when held to the light. Muffled
messengers met the queen in the suburbs of Palermo. Seals were
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broken in half to be used as tokens. It is difficult to say how
much of this was true. "Without doubt the queen would have
been happy to exchange the position of a prisoner for one of inde-
pendence. It was one thing to scheme these plots, another to carry
them out. Bentinck, however, could make no allowances. Castle-
reagh, the new foreign minister, was a harder man than Wellesley.
On 16 March, Bentinck wrote to the queen that he had evidence of a
direct correspondence with the French, which, however, he could
not divulge, and that she must retire from the neighbourhood of
Palermo to a more distant part of the island. The prince wrote
-warmly in his mother's defence; he demanded proof of treasonable
correspondence, and warned Bentinck against the falsehoods of in-
famous persons. The queen was quite ready to quit the island
when the season permitted, and when she had ascertained whither
to go. ' My lord,' he concludes, ' if we wish to produce real good
and quickly, which I do not doubt, let us unite, let us proceed, and
spare me the pain which steps of this nature cause me. Let my
parents be respected and you will find me entirely yours.' Bentinck
now insisted on the ministry being changed. Belmonte took the
place of Circello, Vfllanuova of Tommasi, Aci became minister of war
instead of CasteUentini, Cassaro was minister of justice. He also
continued to insist upon the queen's retirement from Palermo. On
17. April he wrote to Padre Gacamo, the king's confessor, to request
frrm to persuade his majesty to remove the queen from the island.
Cacamo answered that he could not interfere in a matter which
was alien to his character and his conscience. A week later Ben-
tinck wrote to the king Tn'maalf, urging that a parliament was about
to meet, and that it could not deliberate in security unless the queen
were absent. A copy of this was sent to the queen, who replied
with great dignity and force. She says that the difficulties of the
situation do not arise from her, but from the nature of things, that
Tiiq charges against her are the invention of her personal enemies,
that public opinion is really with her. ' Let Lord Bentinck be at
last convinced,' she concludes,' tTwt the daughter of Maria Theresa
may be oppressed and calumniated, but never dishonoured.' It is to
this period that the first letter of the queen to Fagan belongs. She
pours out her heart to h'*™ in confidence, and bewails her unhappy
fate. She is ready to die like her unhappy sister Marie Antoinette,
but she wQl do her duty tDl the grave. She declares that she has
never swerved in her attachment to the English alliance, that she
has been always loyal and true. It is gratifying to find that Fagan's
services in this respect were not unappreciated by Bentinck, who
writes on 7 May to request that his salary may be raised on the
ground that he has been employed in the most confidential com-
munications with the queen, has gained in a great degree her
majesty's goodwill, and in the delicate and embarrassing business
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with which he has been entrusted has acquitted himself to Bentinck's
satisfaction. Sicily could hardly be said to flourish under British
government; the loaf got smaller and dearer every day. Sicilian
troops were transported under General Maitland to Spain, where
they were shut up in the walls of Alicante by the French. The
queen's letters to Fagan of this period are full of warm-hearted
affection for him and his family. She complains bitterly of her
ill-health, of her fever and want of sleep, which she ascribes to her
troubles. Bentinck soon obtained what he desired, she joined the
king at Ficuzza, and when he went to Solunto for the tunny-fishing
she returned to the villa of La Bagaria, which is only at a little dis-
tance. About t.hig time she received a long-expected letter from the
emperor of Austria offering her a home in Germany if she desired it.
Castlereagh, who had become foreign minister in January 1812,
was more likely to urge Bentinck to strong measures than his pre-
decessor Wellesley. The ' Hints on the Improvement of Sicily'
which are printed amongst his papers, viii. 224-232, although
their author is unknown, were certainly read and studied by him.
Their general drift is that we should anglicise Sicily as much as
possible, if we do not actually annex it. The chief instrument of
amelioration was to be the introduction of a constitution on the
English pattern, which was regarded at that time as a panacea for
all political His. Bentinck's new instructions of 9 May order him
to make the army a thoroughly national force, to introduce a regular
syBtem of paying, clothing, and arming the troops, to make such
reforms of the Sicilian constitution as may insure the affection of
the people, and make the Neapolitans anxious to receive equal
advantages together with the return of their lawful sovereigns. Ben-
tinck says (80 June) that he was at first opposed to the idea of an
English constitution on the ground of the people not being fit for it,
but as he also says that the queen was in favour of it whereas
her protests against it were continuous, much weight cannot be
attached to that assertion.
Parliament met on 18 June, and the groundwork of the consti-
tution had been in discussion for some weeks before. The principal
authors were Princes Belmonte and Villa Hermoaa. The strong
wish of the hereditary prince to attempt the reconquest of Naples
now that Murat was absent on the expedition to Bnsaia was made
a lever for pressing the acceptance of reforms. The French govern-
ment in Naples, however unpopular in some respects, had certainly
ameliorated the general condition of the people, and if the Bour-
bons wished to return it could only be with a constitution. Sixteen
resolutions were drawn up to be submitted to the parliament as a
basis for the new constitution. 1. It is to embrace the English
constitution ' from the first line to the last,' with such modifications
as the parliament may consider necessary. 2. All feudal rights
32 Vol. 2
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and distinctions are to be abolished, and the whole population
of Sicily declared equal before the law. 8. The nation, being free
to elect its prince, elects, subject to the observance of the present
constitution, Francesco Borbone, all other rlai'ma to the throne
being declared void. 4. That public lands now belong to the na-
tion, but are assigned to the decent support of the royal family.
5. Forest laws are abolished. 6. Only Sicilian subjects can have any
public employment. 7. The chamber of ecclesiastics is abolished
and incorporated with the chamber of peers. 8. The legislative
power rests with the nation meeting in parliament with the consent
of the king. 9. Parliament is to determine the number of the army.
10. The king may not leave the kingdom without the consent of
parliament, and if the throne become vacant the nation may elect a
new king. 11. The nation is to pay dowries for the king's daughters,
but they are not to be married without the consent of the nation.
14. Parliament is to meet every year. If the king does not summon,
the chancellor is to do so. 15. The person of the sovereign is
sacred, but the ministers may be impeached. 16. The minister of
marine pha-H always be chosen from the commons, and the ministers
of grace and justice from the lords. These bases were afterwards
modified, and eventually the constitution was passed in fourteen
articles.
The preamble states that the constitution of England is to be
the basis of the Sicilian constitution, except as regards religion,
which is to be Roman catholic as heretofore. 1. The legislative
authority belongs exclusively to parliament, but the sovereign has
a veto. 2. The executive authority is vested in the person of the
king. 3. The judicial authority is distinct from and independent of
the executive and legislative authority. Judges and magistrates may
be removed by the house of peers on the accusation of the house
of commons. 4. The person of the lnng fe sacred and inviolable.
5. Ministers and public functionaries may be impeached by the parlia-
ment. 6. Parliament is to consist of two houses, peers and commons.
Ecclesiastics to sit with the peers. 7. The barons are to have only
one vote apiece. 8. Parliament is prorogued by the king, but must
be convoked every year. 9. The crown lands and other national
resources are to be administered by the nation, who shall also
determine the amount of the civil list. 10. No Sicilian shall be
punished except by law. Peers are to be judged by peers. 11. The
feudal system is to be entirely abolished. 12. Certain ancient rights
on land are to be abolished with compensation. 13. Money bills
must originate in the commons, and must be approved or vetoed
by the lords without amendment. 14. The parliament shall have
the right of adding to or amending the constitution. Of these
articles, all but three received the royal assent. No. 10 was vetoed,
and 9 and 13 were deferred for future consideration.
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It is not difficult to imagine the feelings of the queen during this
time. On 16 June she writes to Fagan: ' The day after to-morrow
the extraordinary parliament is to open which is to bring about the
happiness of Sicily. Such are the repeated assurances of Lord
Bentinck, who has, indeed, forced and brought about the holding of
this parliament. I repeat what I have so often said, and what I
deeply feel, it will never bring about the happiness of the people,
but act as the cause of many evils.' She was, however, little able
to give eilect to her opinions, being at this time terribly in debt.
She turned to Fagan as to a confidant whom she could trust, and by
his advice wrote Him a letter to be shown to Lord Bentinck. Her
public letters are always in French and are signed Charlotte, which
was not one of her names, whereas her private letters are in Italian
and are signed Caroline.12 Her letter of 21 June asks for an advance
of 100,000*., to be repaid by deducting 50.CKXM. from the subsidy for
twenty months. She says what civil things she can to the English,
and goes so far as to hope that the new constitution may be on the
.English model. In her private Italian letter she tells Fagan how
much it has cost her to write this, but beggars must not be choosers.
She also hints that the collections of Capodimonte transferred to
Sicily in 1798 are worth a million sterling, and might, if deposited
in a London bank or sold, secure her an income of 50,0001. a year.
There is a list of her debts in the Record Office which amounts to
154,000 ounces.13 Bentinck requested Fagan on 9 July to tell the
queen that he could not pay so large a sum of money without the
authority of the English government, that he had given her advice
which she would not take, and that, although he should be glad to
extricate her, he did not see how it was to be done. The queen
replies on 14 July that she has no objection to an application being
made to the English government, who are, indeed, the cause of her
misfortunes; and she encloses the list of her debts as given above.
On 30 July she writes a private letter to Fagan, of which, however,
there is an English translation in the Eecord Office, that she has
persuaded the king to seek an interview with Bentinck, which she
trusts will improve the relations between them. An account of
what passed is given in a letter from the queen to Fagan of 4 Aug.
I beg yon, without fail, to return me either the whole letter, or at all
events aa soon as possible the annexed paper. We live in doubtful times
when no one should be trusted, and I wish this confidential paper to be
returned. I return you many tVianlra for your letter of 8 Aug., and I am
much obliged to you for the interest which you evince for me on every
occasion. I saw Lord William Bentinck on the 1st of this month; I
had great difficulty in persuading the Mng to the interview, which I had
conceived would be usefuL The conversation between the king, Lord
15
 She was christened Man* Karoline Lnise Johanna Josephs Antonia.
" The Neapolitan ounce at this time was -worth about 13a. id.
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'William, and Mr. Lamb lasted three complete hours, during which I was
in the greatest agony, knowing well that everything depended upon the
result of it; from its length I was induced to flatter myself that the con-
ference would be amifffthia but it had scarcely finished when the king
removed these hopes. I confess I was annoyed at finding myself at dinner
in company with those who had effected our destruction and dishonour,
and as I am of a candid and sincere disposition, I dare say that my looks
betrayed my feelings ; during dinner, however, reflection soothed them, and
when it was over, I begged Lord William and Mr. TATTIK to walk into my
room, where he sat down without uttering a word; a repulsive silence.
I begged him to speak to me, and for the honour of Great Britain to con-
sider what might be beneficial to her ancient ally; he continued mute as
a stone, and at last I said to him that I had a right to expect that he
would converse with me on friendly terms; he then loosed his tongue,
and in the most bitter manner, with a sarcastic smile, he assured me
that he never expected and certainly never wished either to see me or
to speak with me, and this he urged with a tone and manner which was
not customary, even among equals, before the general revolution of
Europe. We passed then to the subject of the parliament, and he con-
stantly repeated, without entering into any detail, ilfatU swnotiontur. I
took the trouble, by an exercise of patience which shortens one's life, to
explain to b"n that he did not defend the rights of the king, his ally, at
whose court he was accredited, to which he answered ' that he had used
every means in his power to defend the Tmti<rp.' I said that only a few
factious individuals were defended by his lordship's measures; that the
nation, the provinces, the second order, and the people, all cried out
against this aristocracy; he replied ' that the whole were happy and
content, and that only a few alterations were required to introduce the
Fmglish constitution.' I said that I did not know what his court would
say, flndfng that, xn^ttmA of rendering Sicily happy, he had established a
destructive aristocracy, which had disgusted, and perhaps revolutionised,
the provinces, and facilitated the introduction of the French. He asked
me, in a tone of irony and reproof, what I should say if the parliament
had unanimously asked for the TflTtglinh constitution: I with perfect
composure answered that I should say, I consider it a meanness in a
nation already having a constitution to seek for another, but that I
should prefer the TBngKah constitution to those fifteen articles, a shapeless
TnnAhrnOj which had deprived the king of all that belongs to him, of his
authority, bin revenue, honour, <*-T"^  ^nn pre-eminence, restoring and con-
firming at the same time the oppressive baronial rights. He continued
to Bay it was the best, and I, not being able to concur with him, said that
I T U resolved to depart from this inl^T^ but in one of our own frigates,
which was competent to my honour. In short, Lord William was stem
toward me, TnnrrifantiTig m will and spite, and I see that for me all is
useless; I am miserably rewarded for enthusiastic Anglomania. These
are facts. Beneotion upon what would be said in England, when it
becomes known she is the protector of aristocracy, induced him to send
to tell the vicar that if he would accept the ~Rnglin>i constitution entire,
he would in that case sustain the veto against the other fl«mnmflg of the
po.riin.Tnont. With *hiw assurance the prince came on 2 Aug., and laying
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a paper before the king, he, constrained by necessity and by the urgent
circumstances of the case, subscribed it. I send it yon in the greatest
confidence. I have told yon only facts, and I abstain from mentioning
my reflections, which are very painful, and the truth of which time will
prove. My health, respecting which you show so much anxiety, suffers
much; sleep has forsaken" me, and the air disagrees with me, but I have
not time to think of those things; my mind is tortured to see our ancient
allies behaving towards us in a manner which our enemies, the French,
never even contemplated, during the two long periods that they sojourned
in the provinces of Pnglia.
I now propose to give information of all that is passing to Tfaglimfl,
and to our other allies, and to request an asylum in my country, where I
may AT|^  my unhappy life in peace, at a distance from the infamous cabals
and intrigues of thi« place. Were it not for the absolute impossibility of
Tnaintainrng myself, I would not accept of a penny from the nation who
have behaved so ill to us ; but I am a mother, I have children, and cannot
cut short my days; I must therefore wait for the pension which our
rebellious subjects shall assign to us. All these are melancholy reflec-
tions. I cannot, in honesty, withdraw myself from unhappy Sicily, with-
out discharging my debts; I conceive myself honourable, and I wish to
conclude my unhappy career as such.
I am near my unfortunate and honoured husband, a king of fifty-four
years' standing, a true lover of the happiness of his subjects, perfectly just,
a true and sincere friend and ally, and after all treated as he has been by
his subjects and allies 1 But he possesses a strong sense of religion, which
affords hfm consolation. I cannot deny that I feel t.Ha treatment very
sensibly, nor do I think we are yet at the end of our miseries, they have
gone too far to stop. We have lost Sicily, and every reasonable hope of
recovering Naples. All is lost to us. This is a melancholy but just
picture of our situation ; I trace it for a Mend, whom I have known to
be honest, loyal, and sincere, which I shall ever remember with gratitude.
A thousand compliments to your wife and your daughter, and believe me
with esteem your grateful friend, CAROLINA.
The criticisms of the queen upon the new constitution were not
too severe. The sudden abolition of feudal and other customary
rights of property caused great discontent amongst the persons af-
fected by it. A large bottle full of gunpowder and pieces of iron
was thrown on the night of 12 Aug. into the house of parliament.
By an accident it failed to explode. It was attributed to the duke
of Crano, who afterwards confessed the crime; but it was an ex-
pression of the general discontent. Many of those best able to
judge thought that the idea of forcing a constitution similar to
that of England on a foreign .people was absurd, that many parts
of it were not suitable to the continent. An Englishman, writing
from Palermo on 26 Aug. 1812, says: • To copy a law verbatim and
to apply it to a people in totally different circumstances is to coun-
teract and spoil the very effect we intended. . . . In one moment is
overturned the whole fabric of an ancient government which haa
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existed nearly ten centuries, without opening one of its records nor
examining the foundations on which it rested, and with the same
precipitation it is voted that the British constitution is to be
adopted. . . . Lord "William Bentinck in allowing such resolu-
tions to be formed has proved himself extremely unacquainted
with two material points—the Sicilian government which he has
overturned with a view of reforming, and the British constitution
which he thinks he has been establishing.' Blaquiere tells us,
writing in the middle of July, that he had received a number of
letters from Sicily which all concurred in representing the state of
the island, if possible, more deplorable than ever, and that every one
from the monarch to the peasant was opposed to the new arrange-
ments.
On 19 Aug. the queen writes to Fagan as follows:—
I have received your consoling and honest letter, and I am infinitely
obliged to you for it, but the day of 19 Aug. has extinguished in me
every hope of relief, and has overwhelmed me with the deepest despair.
For two days the vicar has been writing the most violent letters, saying
that he wishes to act as he pleases, or that he will throw up the charge,
and leave the king to contend for frinrmfllf; moreover, he gives a most
frightful description of the great violence of Bentinck, and says that if
the Wng returns to authority he will be constrained to act in the same
way, adding a long detail of the most unpleasant subjects in order to dis-
suade hi™ from returning to the government. Cacamo *ynfl Caaaaro have
come here this morning: the hitter has represented in such a dreadful
light the contest which is inevitable with Bentinck, and the necessity of
conceding everything immediately, that the king, losing hrma«1f through
consternation, has confirmed and even exceeded the powers which he gave
to the vicar on 16 Jan.; he has conceded to Bentinck seven thousand
men, to be paid from our subsidy, and has given him full power over
the royal household; in short, the king has not entirely abdicated, he has
done the same thing, and we may say, cotuummatim est. For my part
I feel their malice towards us more than ever; every sacred duty of pro-
bity should induce Bentinck to arrange the payment of my debts at the
expense of England, in which case he will obtain my departure from
Sicily, bnt I wOl not go while I have a grain of debt, wishing to conclude
honestly, having lived so. It appears to me that they have already done
ns mischief enough in thus perfidiously depriving us of a kingdom, and in
using every sort of infamous intrigue to Annihilate -QS entirely. We are
mined and undone, at the mercy of fifty revolutionary regicides, who will
make us grieve while they are protected by the minister of Great Britain,
our ally, who supports the regicides, and who has destroyed the principles
of a son who has hitherto been obedient and dutiful, but now a traitor and
a revolutionary 1 In short, he has rendered me truly miserable, and I see
no hope except in my immediate departure from Sicily, otherwise they
will commit the most barbarous outrage against my innocent person. I
confess to you that my mind is agonised. I foresaw every misfortune, I
perceive that the parliament is literally attacking the sovereign authority.
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I cannot express my affliction and despair, which I am assured proceed
from the mi-muter of our faithful ally. Adieu.
Believe me your good mistress,
CABOLMA.
On 18 Sept. Bentinck sent a letter to the king at the Ficuzza
saying that he had positive orders from his government that the
queen was to take no part in public affairs. The queen interpreted
it to mean that she must leave Sicily, and that night she had a fit
of apoplexy. Bentinck remarks upon it: ' I t has recurred within
two days of the time when she suffered a aimi'lar attack last year.
Upon this occasion the fit has been much less severe. She was
yesterday [14 Sept.] very much recovered.' He says also that her
abstinence, from public affairs can only be accomplished by her
leaving Sicily. Such is the unanimous opinion of the public as
well as of all the ministers and of the prince himself. ' But desir-
able as this event would be, I do feel very great reluctance to en-
force it at the queen's time of life ; in the state of her health, and
at this advanced season, such an act might appear cruel. But I
mean to require that her majesty shall fix her residence at a greater
distance from Palermo, where, as the king will not accompany her,
her influence will no longer be exercised in that quarter where it
has been always so pernicious.'
In the middle of September the prince was attacked by a serious
illness. The account which Bentinck gives in a letter to Castlereagh
of 9 Oct. is so characteristic that it is worth while to print it in full.
Palermo: 4 Oct. 1813.
MY LOED,—I have to acquaint your lordship that the hereditary prince
has been attacked by a severe illness, which for some time threatened the
most serious consequences; it began by spasms in the stomach, which it
was apprehended from their commencement might be dangerous. On
22 Sept. the queen came to the palace, and the day after the violence
of the attacks was so much increased that the greatest apprehensions
were entertained as to the result. This state continued with little inter-
mission during the four following days. The symptoms were of a nature
so like poison that it was generally believed arsenic had been administered ;
and such is the opinion entertained of her majesty's character, that the
general suspicion was fixed upon the queen. During the agonies of the
prince, she sat by his bedside without either speaking or moving a feature.
When the physicians declared his life to be in danger the prince wept,
and her majesty shed tears, requesting those present would observe how
much she was affected. On the physicians pronouncing their opinion
fVint the prince had taken poison, she turned to him and said, ' Have I
ever been deficient in affection to you ?' to which he answered, ' No,
TTiftTnun-' The result of the illness has destroyed every suspicion of its
having been caused by poison, but it is certain that the impression
was very strong upon the mind of the prince hvmBfilf. In a conversation
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with the prince Belmonte during his i11n<«« he did not disguise the sus-
picion, and in speaking of the prince Belmonte, who has lately suffered
much from ill-health, he said, ' Pauvn Btlmonte, nous sommes attaquis
par la mime maladie.' The queen herself imprudently contributed to
give currency to this report, with the view of throwing the odium upon
the exiled barons, whom she accused of wishing by this means to obtain
the regency for the duke of Orleans. Her majesty did not scruple to tell
the hereditary prince that he was reported to have been poisoned by the
duke of Orleans, and said to the duchess of Orleans that it was supposed
to have been done either by herself or by the duke. On the evening of
the 26th the prince's danger was so iTn-minont that the king was sent for
from the Ficuzza, and arrived the next morning; in the interview with
the prince he testified the greatest interest and affection for him; they
mutually shed tears, and it was not till the morning of the 28th, when
his royal highnftHn was considered out of danger, that his majesty left
Palermo, and was followed by the queen the day after. The hereditary
prince has since retired to a country house near Palermo, and his health
has considerably improved. This removes the apprehensions which were
excited by bis illness at a time when the residence of her majesty about
the person of the Wng has so strengthened her dominion over his minr^
that the loss of the prince might have been expected to be the signal for
the adoption of new measures the most iTnmiwd to our interests and
policy. But I regret to say that the prince's close attention to the details
of business, which his habit of suspicion prevents him from entrusting to
his ministers; added to the anxiety he has experienced from the opposi-
tion of his parents, and the painful struggles which her majesty has
lost no opportunity of amiting between his final piety and the duties of
his situation, have so far impaired a constitution not naturally strong,
that he is by no means to be considered as a good life, and the recurrence
of the same attack, which there is much reason to apprehend, may sud-
denly plunge us into difficulties ftT1<^ embarrassments from which we have
so narrowly escaped.
I have the honour to be, my lord, your lordship's most obedient
humble servant, W. C. BEHTUJCX.
Surely a statesman with, such deep-seated prejudices against the
queen was entirely unfit for the delicate situation in which he was
placed.14 A letter of the queen to Fagan of 28 Sept. expresses
great distress at the calumnies of which she has been the object,
and unbounded confidence in Fagan's friendship and affection.
A letter of Bentinck'a to Gastlereagh of 24 Oct. gives a very
naive and full account of his efforts to get the queen away from
Palermo. On 13 Sept. he wrote to the king on the subject, but
received no answer. Then came the illness of the prince. The
arrival of the queen at Palermo to see her son stimulated Lord
"William to new efforts. He sent for the marquis de St. Clair, a
friend of the royal family, and told hfm his difficulty. On the 24th
11
 The hereditary prince died 8 Nov. 1880 at the age of fifty-three, the father of
seven ions and (even dwghtarn.
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Prince Cassaro brought him a message from the king, saving that
he had heard Bentinck was going to write to him again, and that
he did not wish to receive any more impertinent letters from him,
but desired to see the proofs he had against the queen, whom he
wished he would leave, quiet. After some conversation, Bentinck
insisted not only that the queen should go away, but that the date
of her departure should be fixed. Cassaro saw the queen, who
replied that she would stay with the king till the spring, when they
would both leave the island. This was at the very time when
the prince was in the greatest danger. On 9 Oct. Bentinck wrote a
letter to the king; three days afterwards it was returned by the
hereditary prince unopened. In the letter which enclosed it the
prince declared that the queen had never interfered with him.
Bentinck then went to Gircello, the ex-minister, who refused to
interfere. On 15 Oct. Bentinck, undaunted by these rebuffs,
rode down to the Ficuzza, twenty-three mitea distant, taking with
him a letter for the king. He had not been ten minutes in the
antechamber when he saw the queen going into the king's room.
Father Cacamo, the king's confessor, then appeared and said that
the king could not receive Bentinck nnltum he promised not to
enter upon business. At the same time he sent a dignified
message:—
The orders of jour court direct you to require the queen's absence
from Palermo, her removal from the seat of .government, her non-inter-
ference with affairs of state. His majesty has secured these points, has
resigned the reins of government to the vicar-general, and considering
himself as a private individual has retired from business, taking under
especial guidance and protection her majesty his wife. Being under his
protection, he is responsible for her actions. His separation from her
majesty cannot be admitted, bat in order to remove all doubt of her inter-
ference in state affairs it is intended to transfer her abode to Santa
Margherita the first day in November, there to remain until after the
shooting season, and in the spring of the year her majesty proposes
retiring to the continent.
Bentinck then sent Cacamo to ask whether he was to understand
that the king would not admit him to his presence. The king
returned answer that he was still king, and that it did not suit his
convenience to receive Bentinck. He would let him know his inten-
tions through Prince Gassaro, but that he would never be separated
from the queen. Bentinck then said that if he did not receive an
answer in two days he should have to adopt other measures. The
confessor, alarmed at his violence, went again to the king, and after
a considerable delay returned with the reply that his majesty would
receive no peremptory terms, and that he would never be separated
from the queen. The confessor offered an interview with the queen,
but that he declined, ' as it would be painful to both parties, and
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would not be attended with any advantage.' After Bentinck's
departure the king sent for Princes Cassaro and Circello, and they
brought back word that the queen was going to Santa Margherita,
about forty miles from Palermo, and intended going to Vienna in
the spring. Bentinck exacted an assurance in writing that the
queen would remain at Santa Margherita and not return to Ficuzza.
The king afterwards disclaimed the authority of the two noblemen
to give any such assurance. A letter of Queen Caroline's to Fagan
of 9 Oct. declares that she will never desert her husband, but
will do her duty as wife, mother, and honest woman, and that in
the fulfilment of what she thought right she was ready to suffer
anything. Another letter of 31 Oct. is very touching. She is
full of gratitude to Fagan. If Bentinck had only had more know-
ledge of mankind, and had acted towards the king with uprightness
and cordiality, things would have gone differently. She expresses
a great respect for Lady William Bentinck, and will not invite her
into the savage desert of Ficuzza, but as the queen is going for
ten dayB to Palermo before her departure for her new exile, she
hopes to have a visit from her. She is indignant at the letter which
Bentinck has written to the prince. ' I am sorry for his lordship,
who, being deceived with respect to me, persecutes me in a manner
so indecent and so prejudicial to the dignity of the British nation
and its good faith towards a faithful ally.'
After paying a last visit to Palermo the queen retired with her
husband to Santa Margherita, a lonely country house in the neigh-
bourhood of Girgenti. All provisions had to be brought on the
backs of mules. The queen herself was borne thither in a
litter, and soon after her arrival was dangerously ill. Husband
and wife were sore pinched for means. In December they removed
to Gastelvetrano in the south of the island, about eighty miles from
Palermo. The removal of the queen did not expedite the working
of the constitution. On 7 Dec. Bentinck complains to Prince
Belmonte that the acts passed in the last session of parliament had
not yet-received the sanction of the vicar-general. About the same
time he suggested to the "RngKHli government that they should
facilitate the queen's departure from the island by granting her an
allowance on that condition. He cynically adds: ' The state of her
majesty's health is such that she would in all probability receive the
allowance in question for a very few years.'u The home govern-
ment, who were in constant communication with Prince Castelcicala,
the Sicilian minister in London, were anxious on the one hand to
escape the odium of coercing the queen, and on the other to main-
tain the full authority of Bentinck. Then Castlereagh, writing on
5 Dec., admits that he has told Castelcicala that the government do
not insist on the queen leaving the island provided she keeps aloof
u Bentinck to Castleieagh, 10 Dee. 1813.
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from public affairs. However, on 9 Feb. 1813 he writes to Bentinck,
that in consequence of the new representations he has received from
him he has informed Castelcicala that t.ha queen must leave the
inland, and that he proposes she should go to Vienna rather than
to Sardinia. At the same time he warns Bentinck that all ex-
pression of using force must be avoided, and that no restraint must
be placed on the return of the queen. On 4 Jan. the queen came
to the Ficuzza, which Bentinck immediately complained of as a
breach of agreement. He called on Princes Cassaro and Circello
to enforce their written undertaking, but it will be remembered
that the king had repudiated their promise as soon as he heard of
its being given. The duke of Orleans (afterwards Louis-Philippe)
took the opportunity of giving the hereditary princes some good
advice. The best plan was to submit to Bentinck; the English
government would have their way, and would make Sicily subor-
dinate to their political views. If they had intended to take the
island, they would have done so long ago. The royal family were
entirely dependent on the English government. How could it be
otherwise when they received a large "flngiiflh subsidy, and were
protected by a large "Rngiiah force ? ' Make yourself,' said the duke,
' Vhomme des Anglais; if you oppose them you can do them no
harm, you will only irritate and annoy them, and you may lose
your crown, whereas an opposite course will secure you peace,
happiness, and prosperity.' The position of the prince was a very
uncomfortable one. He was anxious for more power or for none at
alL Let the king either abdicate or resume the vicariat; the pre-
sent state of affairs was unendurable.
It was soon to be put an end to. On 9 March the king appeared
suddenly at the palace in Palermo, announced that his health was
recovered, and that he assumed the reins of government. He sent
for the ministers and told them that he only intended to sanction
such parts of the constitution as were analogous to that of England.
Princes Behnonte and Cassaro said that the hereditary prince had
taken great pains to ascertain the analogy and to adhere to it strictly.
The king said he was sure it was otherwise. On the same day the
queen left the Ficuzza for Castelvetrano. On Prince Behnonte re-
monstrating, the lring said that Bentinck might do what he pleased.
Europe would judge between them. He was determined not to give
way. In the evening the Trmg went in state to the cathedral, where
a Te Devon was performed for the recovery of his health and his re-
sumption of the government. Masses of people were assembled. The
king was received with acclamations even in the church. Two days
later there was a stormy interview between Bentinck and the king.
The TniniBt.gr g^d that the English government would never permit
the constitution to be destroyed. The word 'permit' made the
very angry. • I am a simple man,' said Bentinck. ' I am
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more simple than yon,' broke in the king, ' I am more honest than
yon.' Bentinck bowed, and the king corrected himself. ' I am
honest, yon may be also.' Bentinck referred to the old story of
correspondence with the enemy. ' Neither I nor my government,'
said the king,' have ever been faithless to the alliance. I cannot listen
to each language; write what you have to say,' and hastily left the
room. There was great agitation in the streets. Cries of ' Viva il
re ! ' were mixed with shouts of ' Fuori gli Ingleri / ' On 18 March
Bentinck sent a letter to Prince Belmonte to say that unless a
guarantee were given that the new constitution would be observed
he should consider the alliance at an end. The letter was pre-
sented to the Wng on the 14th, and he prepared an answer on the
day following. Belmonte declined to present, and with Buggiero
Settimo resigned his office. Bentinck then stated that another
day's delay would be fataL The duke of Orleans held long conver-
sations with his father-in-law. On the 16th Bentinck sent his
•ultimatum to the TriTig by Mr. Lamb, rnmHfcfng on the establishment
of the vicariat, with a promise from the king not to resume the
government without the consent of England, and an undertaking
that the queen should leave the island. The first point was con-
ceded readily enough, but there were difficulties about the second.
After considerable pressure the king said that he would next morn-
ing send positive orders to the queen to go immediately to Cagliari,
but that if she refused he could not compel her. A promise was
then extorted from him that if Bentinck used force to carry out
the king's orders the king would not oppose it. Next day the king
retired to his country house at Colli.
It is difficult to criticise these transactions. There is no proof
whatever that the king intended to destroy the constitution; indeed,
his professions were of an entirely opposite character. Even if the
queen had advised him to resume the government whilst she
remained at Gastelvetrano she could have little influence over its
deliberations. It is difficult to resist the conclusion that Bentinck
acted both with passion and prejudice; indeed, his feeling towards
the queen amounted to a monomania. On 23 March the country was
without a government, the king was in the country, the prince had
no power assigned to him, and the ministers had resigned their
offices. ' I have determined,' writes Bentinck on that date with
something of vindictiveness, ' to require the queen's immediate
departure from the island; she is the sole cause of all the delay,
difficulty, and embarrassment that has so extraordinarily impeded
the establishment of the new constitution. Her majesty will go to
Cagliari.' Tet in the very next sentence he complains that the acts
of the last parliament which terminated five months ago have not
yet been sanctioned, which could only be the fault of the hereditary
prince and not of the queen.
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On the very date of this despatch Bentinck Bent Lieutenant-
general Macfarlane to the queen to tell her that she must leave the
island as soon as possible. At the same time he marched three
battalions of English troops, with cavalry and artillery, to Corleone,
in the centre of the island, about forty TTH'IBH distant from Palermo.
Macfarlane'a instructions were to listen to no excuses, to insist
upon her going to Cagliari, and to secure her departure in a week
or ten days at the farthest, as soon as the ships have arrived. He
is to avoid force if possible, but ' if unfortunately her majesty wQl
not consent to your proposal, you will act promptly and decidedly
with the troops at your disposal.' On 25 March, the morning after
his arrival, 'M'a^ fn.rln.no saw the queen. She at first received his
message with composure and indifference, she disputed Bentinck's
authority, and said that she would leave Sicily at her own time, in
a Sicilian ship, with officers of her own nomination. Macfarlane
then hinted at the employment of force, and mentioned the march
of the troops. She became deeply affected, said that she was in the
worst state of health, and could not move without danger to her
life, that she had lately been seized with a spitting of blood, and
that it would be adding cruelty to insult to use force against her at
such a moment. On the following day she was extremely affected,
but composed and softened. She conjured MVifarliynA not to bring
the troops into Castelvetrano. The general pressed her to fix a
day for her departure. After great pressure she said, ' I give my
honour that I shall be ready to depart by the middle of April, but
I hope I shall have the whole of that month, because I shall then
have better weather, but I must go to Trieste and not to Cagliari.'
Macfarlane repeated that he had no authority to prevent the troops
from coming to Castelvetrano, and he left the queen ' excessively
agitated and in a' flood of tears.' Mac.fariane begs Bentinck to
change the place of her destination from Cagliari to Trieste or
Fiume; she will then go much more quietly. At the same time he
orders the troops to advance to Santa Margherita, but he fears that
too much pressure may bring about a ' return of the convulsions to
which her majesty is subject, which may retard our proceedings.'
On the day of this interview the queen drew up a dignified paper
saying that after mature reflection she had determined to retreat to
the only country suitable to her, being compelled by the minister
of her ally, the king of Great Britain, to leave her family, her
husband, and her dominions, but she must be treated with the
respect due to her rank. She demands as conditions: (1) a frigate
commanded by officers of her choice and the convoy of a ship-of-war;
(2) a promise to take her to the nearest port from which she could
reach Vienna; (3) a satisfactory arrangement for paying her allow-
ance ; (4) the payment of her debts by the Sicilian government;
(5) the payment of the wages of those who accompany hex; (6) the
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sending of Prince Moliterno to Vienna to prepare for her arrival.
She promises if these conditions are fulfilled to embark in the month
of April, she does not mind from which port.
By 29 March Bentinck had received Castlereagh's despatch pre-
ferring that the queen should go to Vienna, but for some reason he
continued to insist that she should first go to Cagliari or Malta.
This formed the subject of a conversation between Macfarlane and
the queen on the evening of 31 March. ' Why,' she said, ' should
Lord Bentinck wish me to go to Cagliari, when Lord Castlereagh
has decided that I should go to Vienna ?' ' The queen now asked
me whether a letter from herself to Lady William Bentinck would
have any effect in obtaining a change of sentiment in your lordship.
I answered that I had every reason to think that you were fixed in
your determination.' On 4 April the queen learnt that Bentinck
conceded this point. She was ready to go by Lissa or Constanti-
nople, but she could not start till the 25th (the Sunday after Easter),
when her Easter devotions would be completed.
On 8 April General Macfariane arrived at Palermo, bringing a
letter addressed to Bentinck by the queen. It was couched in the
same dignified tone as others which we have quoted, and asserted
her willingness to leave Sicily if a proper allowance were made and
proper arrangements provided for her journey. The crown prince,
to whom the letter was shown, wrote:—
My feelings of filial affection, attachment, and of gratitude to a tender
mother, induce me to request that you will use every possible rno^ -na to
mitigate the pain, of this separation from her family which your govern-
ment requires, considering it necessary to the common interests. You
should consider, my lord, that a queen at her advanced age cannot under-
take so long and so difficult a journey without certain comforts and con-
veniences which, even upon the most economical scale, require an expense
proportionate to the length of the journey.
He goes on to express a hope that this may be provided by the
generosity of the English government. Bentinck eventually deter-
mined to allow her 1,000 ounces a month, 8,0001. a year, paying
the first year in advance, the continuance of the pension to be con-
ditional on her good behaviour.
On 16 April the queen wrote a farewell letter of twenty pages to
Mr. Fagan. It was written in French and signed Charlotte, and so
was evidently intended to be shown to Bentinck. There is, indeed,
a complete copy of it in the Foreign Office. In it she (wnplning of
the cruel conduct of her allies the "F.ngiiah, fttM of the baseless
rtftlnmrnflH of which she has been the victim. She relates the whole
story of her political life; how her influence with the king, which is
now thrown in her teeth, was employed to prevent him from acce-
ding to the pacU defamUle which cost her the favour of her father-
in-law Charles HE, and of Louis XV and Louis XVL In the war
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of the revolution Naples had supported the cause of the allies with
a large fleet and army. She had received the English fleet on its
way to Egypt, and had undergone great sufferings in 1798 for her
attachment to the English and Bussians. In 1804 Naples suffered
from the breach of the peace of Amiens, but the queen had been
faithful, as long as she was able to remain so, to the cause of
the allies. She had received them on 19 Nov. 1805, yet when
they departed in January 1806 they caused every kind of damage.
In Sicily the strong places were occupied by the English troops.
The queen, although seeking to be a good ally to the English, did
not wish Sicily to become an English province. For seven years she
had suffered nothing but calumny and persecution. The rest of the
letter is occupied with the details of the journey, and with a request
that something will be done for the Neapolitan pensioners who are
dependent upon her. The letter is reasonable and dignified, but is
open to the charge that its principal object was to extort money
from the English government. Indeed, she asks for the loan of a
million sterling, to be repaid by instalments in eight or ten years.
We know already the sum which Bentinck was ready to accord.
The absolute necessity of finding funds for the queen's journey
and the incidence of some military operations against the Italian
islands appear to have caused a certain amount of delay, which was
further extended by the queen's illness. On Monday, 15 May, she
wrote to Fagan that she is in bed with a very severe attack of fever,
and that the next day she will summon the English and Palermitan
doctors to show that she is not shamming. On the 18th Dr. Calvert,
the physician to the forces, visited the queen in conjunction with Dr.
Greco, her private physician, and certified that she was ill of an
intermittent fever, which had continued five days and which pre-
vented her from embarking. He trusted that-she might recover in
a few days. Bentinck was not at all disposed to receive this opinion
without question. He wrote to Macfarlane that the queen would
certainly not leave Sicily if she could help it; that her body and
mind were so deranged by the use of opium that a stranger might
be mistaken as to the state of her health, and that 6>n" ia the reason
for her railing in Dr. Calvert. Bentinck is so certain of t-hig that
the general is ' positively directed to require her majesty's embarka-
tion whenever Dr. Calvert shall state that it can be effected with-
out danger to her majesty's life. Publio considerations imperiously
demand that feelings of mere personal convenience should not be
listened to.' If the queen is too ill to go to Constantinople, she can
sail to Cagliari or Zante. If the queen is quite unable to travel,
Castelvetrano must be occupied by British troops, all the ' bad
subjects ' by which she is at present surrounded must be forced to
leave the island, and the queen's communications,' personal as well
as written,' must be vigilantly watched, and must, if necessary, be
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placed under military control. This unfeeling letter is written on
24 May, just after Bentinck had heard that the queen, although
following Dr. Calvert's treatment exactly, was mending very slowly,
and that a squadron of Algerine men-of-war was cruising off Gir-
genti.
At the beginning of June, Bentinck left Sicily for the island of
Fonza, where he was to meet an emissary of Murat's, who was at
that time contemplating defection from Napoleon. Bentinck appears
to have regarded with favour the surrender of Naples to Murat, but
refused to give up Sicily. At the same time Napoleon ordered
Murat to have 20,000 men in readiness for the invasion of Sicily in
conjunction with the Toulon fleet." Bentinck was of opinion that
half that number could conquer the island, and Sir Edward Fellew
declared that he could not prevent the Toulon fleet from evading
him, although he might be able to overtake it in Naples harbour
before Murat's troops could embark. Thus at the very time of his
leaving the inland the queen was between the double danger of the
Frendh and the English. Peace and war were equally fatal to her
dynasty; the only question seemed to be whether she would lose one
of her crowns or both. Lord Wellington's reply to Bentinck is
characteristic: ' In answer to your lordship's despatch I have to
observe that I conceive the island of Sicily is at present in no danger
whatever.' The account of the queen's fina.1 departure is contained
in a despatch from Lord Montgomerie to Lord Castlereagh, 19 June
1813. Kelfert1T states that she paid a last visit to Palermo, which
appears to be contradicted by Montgomerie's evidence. The English
vessels had to go round to Mazzara on account of the Algerine
squadron mentioned above. The queen stayed at Mazzara from
5 June to 14 June ' engaged in religious devotions,' Whitsunday
falling that year on 6 June and Trinity Sunday on 13 June. On
Monday, the 14th, at eleven o'clock, after having heard mass and re-
ceived the benediction in the cathedral, she walked down to the
beach accompanied by all the chapter in their full robes and carrying
lighted torches. She entered the boat of the English man-of-war
' Unite,' Captain Chamberlayne steering. In her suite were her
son Prince Leopold, the prince of Hesse Pbilippsthal, the Countess
San Marco, and the Marquis St. dair . At four o'clock the vessels
set sail, and, the wind being favourable, they were soon out of
sight.
We must follow the actors in this history a little farther. The
absence of the queen made matters no better, but, if possible, worse
than before. Four days after her departure from Mazzara there
was a popular rising in Palermo, and the Belmonte ministry was
overthrown, to be replaced by men more devoted to the crown
prince. Bentinck returned from. Spain on 4 Oct. and attended a
«• Napier's Ptmnmlar War, v. 484. " HeUert, p. 534.
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1887 QUEEN CAROLINE OF NAPLES 513
council on the 9th. The parliament was to meet next day, but
Bentinck insisted on proroguing it until he had time to confer with
the majority of the commons. This step was hardly in accordance
with the traditions of the British constitution. When parliament
met, the ministers, being found in a minority, were dismissed by
Bentinck's advice, and a few days afterwards the parliament was
dissolved. Bentinck then issued a proclamation that ' until the
glorious work of the constitution so happily begun in the parlia-
ment of 1812 shall have been regularly completed,' he shall govern
the kingdom by martial law. He had now found out what he might
have discovered earlier, that Sicily was not fit for self-government in
the English sense, and that the difficulties of carrying it ont were
not caused by the queen, but by the inherent weakness of those
entrusted with power. On his return from Spain he sees ' a degree
of alienation towards us on the part of the people.' ' Experience
has shown the weakness and incapacity of the country. Among
the higher orders there is no courage, no steadiness, very little
instruction, and no knowledge of public business. Among the
lower there exist a general distrust and hatred of the higher ranks,
no good faith and no public spirit.' 'The prince himself is the
weakest of his subjects.' The late ministers, 'the best men in the
country, have altogether failed; their failure arose from their own
personal weakness.' The people are ' clamorous for all the advan-
tages of freedom, but nobody will submit to the sacrifice, nobody
will pay or serve ; thin is, shortly, the state of the country.'
The daughter of Maria Theresa would have read these senti-
ments with full approval, but would have wished that wisdom had
come a little earlier for her own sake. She reached Zante on her
journey of exile on 19 June, and left it on 8 Aug. A fortnight
later her frigate anchored in the roadstead of Tenedos. Here she
was delayed nearly a month by the objections made to her frigate
an-fling up the Dardanelles, and she did not reach Constantinople
till Sept. 18. After many changes of plan, and much interruption
from bad weather, she reached Odessa in a small sailing boat on
8 Nov. and underwent forty days' quarantine During *Mg delay
she heard the welcome news of the battle of Leipzig. She left Odessa
on 18 Dec. and travelled by Nicolaieff and the Ukraine to Podolia,
where she was entertained at Christmas by Count Potocki and
his charming wife. On 7 Jan. 1814 she touched the soil of her
own country, and reached Vienna on 2 Feb. The first week of her
sojourn must have been cheered by the news of the victory of the
allies in France, of the abdication of Napoleon, and of the peace of
Paris. Her return to Sicily and Naples now seemed secured.
When all danger from the side of Napoleon was past, the English
had no more interest in Naples. On 6 July Ferdinand IV again
took to himself the reins of power, to the delight of the populace, and
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514 QUEEN CAROLINE OF NAPLES July
•with the fall approval of Bentinck. Bentinck's successor A'Court
complained that not a day passed •without a flagrant violation of
the constitution; but Castlereagh had the good sense to reply to
him, that the English could not think of supporting the constitu-
tion by force of arms. ' We must let the king now administer his
own government, and our TniniHt.gr, I conceive, must try to with-
draw himself from the character he has lately filled of being head
of a party.' On 19 Aug. the Sicilian frigate ' Minerva' accom-
panied by a British man-of-war sailed from Palermo for Trieste, to
bring back Queen Caroline and her son Leopold to their own
country. But fate had ordained otherwise. On the morning of
8 Sept. the queen was found senseless on the floor of her bed-
chamber, her hand stretched out to pull the bell, and her lips
opened to utter that cry for help which no one was to hear.
Sketch of parts of a conversation between General Donkin and the French
General Ghldemar, Feb. 25, 1812. Charged with establishing an
exchange of prisoners, he came over to Messina to ratify it.
G. Ma foi, il faut avouer, General, que vona avez bien mene\ et fait
trim eclater 1'affaire de ces Messieurs que vous avez dans la Citadelle.
Dites-moi on pen, quand est-ce que Ton decidera de leur sort ?
D. Yraiment, M. le General, je n'en sais rien. Nous attendons inces-
samment les ordres de Lord WQliain Bentinck la-dessus, et nous sommes
egalement prgts a les fn siller ou a les pendre, comme Son Excellence
ordonnera.
G. Bah I vous ne ferez ni l'un ni l'autre. Sitdt que j'ai vu que ces
maladroits n'etoient pas pendus tout de suite, j'ai dit a Manhea: ' Je te
dis bien, mon ami, que Lord Bentinck ne punira pas de mort ces gens-la.
G'est un fier calculateur que ce diable de Bentinck, et 3. a quelqoe objet
«n vue avec la Cour; il pardonnera a ces gens pour obtenir quelque chose
de plus de la Cour.' Mais dites-moi, General, ce coquin de Giuffire (here
on pronouncing his name he burst out into a long string of oaths and
execrations against our faithful Giuffre, stamping and a good deal agitated)
oh! ce villain-la—malpeste 1 s'Q fdt vanu seulement one fois de plus chez
nous, il auroit ete fualle. Depuia plnnieura jours je le soup9onnois, et j 'ai
fait voir a Manhes que ce B— la nous jouait; ah le sac. . . . (more oaths
and execrations); mais, General, comment est-ce que vous ne payez pas cet
liomme-la, apres le bon service qu'il vous a rendu ? II se plaint a tout
le monde de vous, comme il faisoit de Manhes, qu'fl. n'etoit pas assez paye.
H ne faut pas imaginer cependant que ce coquin vous soit absolument
ndele; il vous a trompe en certaines choses—et vraiment tromp6, je vous
l'assure, foi de nulitaire—il vous a trompe—Q ne vous a pas tout dit et a
present il se recrie centre vous et dit que vous le payez fort mal.
D. Quant a cela, General, il a bien raison de dire qu'il n'est pas paye
par nous, ™«"« surement il ne ae plaint point de cela. Nous ne lui avons
jamais donn6 un sou—non, pas un sou—depuia neuf mois qu'il nous
sert fidelement, et pour deux raisons—
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1° Farce que nons le faisions payer passablement bien par vous entires
pour les contes blens que je vous envoyais de terns en terns par ses mains—
par example—pour la nouvelle que je vous envoyois de l'einbarquement du
62nt* a Melazzo 8 jours apris son d&part, et quand j'e'toia bien sur que le
coup seroit frappe sur vos cdtes—voua avez pay6 a notre GiufEre pour ce joli
morceau quatre-vingts ounces—et le lendemain vous entendez que notre
d6barquement avoit eu lieu, et que nous avions fait le diable parmi vos
barques et batdments a Palinuro.
La 2me raison que nous avions pour ne pas payer GiufW e'toit que ce
brave jeune homme s'obstinoit toujours a refuser 1'argent. Dix fbis je lui
ai offert 200, 800, 400 piastres, mais il refusoit toujours, disant: ' Je sers
ma patrie et les Anglois; quand j'aurai bien fini cette besogne, alors,
donnez-moi, s'il vous plait, un petit emploi et je serai content.'—Voila,
General, pourquoi nous ne l'avons pas pay6.
G. (During this Goldemar was very impatient, but at last said)
' General, il faut avouer que nous avons 6ti joliment jouea (a long oath),
mais joliment— il est inutile de vous le cacher—et je vous dirai franche-
ment que ce fat un coup de foudre pour nous que cette arrestation—pour
moi, j 'en ai et£ vraiment malade pendant qninze jours ; j'avois la fievre—
et pour 24 heures, ni Manb.es, ni moi, osions nous parler, l'un l'autre—
ah ! I ! F— (a long oath). (At these Nuts I could not help allowing
rather a strong expression of gratification to escape me, but ended by
saying):—
D. Pardonnez-moi, mon Ge'ne'ral, je regrette beaucoup d'avoir con
tribue' a votre maladie—mais vous auriez fait autant pour moi; k present
vous n'avez qu'a e'tablir one autre et plus sure correspondance.
<?. Ne craignez pas—allez! ne craignez pas—elle est deja bien e"tablie,
et en tres-bon train—nous sommes superieurement servis ; je vous assure
—et par un moyen que vous ne connoitrez pas si tdk (After this he mnAa
a transition to Palermo—and after expressing himself in terms of the
highest admiration of Lord W. Bentinck having accomplished what he
had without bloodshed, he added): ' Diable, j 'ai toujours craint l'arrive"e
de votre Lord Bentinck. Dans son absence il y avoit vraiment de beaux
moments—mais, de tres-beaux moments. Si nous eussions pu decider cette
villaine Cour a £clater; mais cette B sse la Beine avec son n-tiy»frift.
velisme a manoeuvre, et manoeuvre^ tant, que voila ce diable de Bentinck
qui revient, et alors je dis a Manhes que l'affaire e'toit fim'a: je me rappelle
bien de ce Bentinck dans l'ltalie—et a Vienne—Sacrebleu! comme il a
meni son monde dans ce tems-la 1 il a fait des choses dans ce terns qui
lui ont fait autant d'honneur comma negociateur qu'elles nous ont fait du
tort—mais—dans son absence—nous aurions du faire beaucoup si cette
fftrnmA se fut d^cid^e settlement: votre armie 6toit perdue et la Sidle a
nous 1
D. Ah, mon General, pas si vite—one arm6e de vingt mille hommes
ne se perd pas si facilement.
G. Vingt miile hommes ? bah ! mais vous avez tres peu de Cavallerie
—bien pea- . .
D. Je ne dis pas cela; mais soit—regardez nos montagnes: a quoi
serviroit une Cavallerie nombreuse ici dans on tel pays ? vous etes trop bon
militaire, et avez trop fait la guerre des montagnes. pour croire que nous
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manquonsde Cavallerie ponr le service que nous aurons a £aire quand vous
viendrez—mais—dites-moi—la Baine—ne Bavez-vous pas?—-Oni, sans
derate vous saurez pourquoi elle n'a pas voulu se decider—o'est-i-dire a
entrer en correspondence avec vous: elle est Autrichienne, trop altiere.
Elle a trop de la fiert6 de sa famflia ponr voaloir entrer en oorrespondance
avec un Roi vassal et subalteme tel que Murat: si elle daignoit entrer en
correspondance de tout avec quelqu'une des cotcronnes de nouvelle date,
ce seroit avec Buonaparte lui-trUm«, et non pas avec un de ses Lieutenants
—{I said thia to pique him, «"<fl malm Tn'm come out with something. It
had the effect.)
G. (After swelling and blowing out his cheeks): Ah 1 la vfllaine
menteuse—Ah! la nere putain—Elle dit cela: elle ment 1 F , elle
ment. Si elle dit qn'elle n'a pas voulu entrer en correspondance avee
mon souverain 1 (There the murder came out, this really is pretty con-
vincing.) Non, non—e'etoit son—TTi<mVn'n.'g^ 1igTn<» qni a differs le coup
jusqu'a rarrivee de votre Bentinck—et alors il 6toit trop tard: 1'affaire est
flfn«; maisune chose je vous dirai: vous croyez avoir affermi votre pouvoir
en SiaQe, n'en croyez rien: tant qne restera cette femme, vous ne serez
jamais tranquilles—vous etes trop loyaux—vous etes trop facilea a crcrire.
Je vous le repete, tant que restera en Sidle cette femme-la, elle vous
tourmentera; o'est un feu sous la cendre. Si vous voulez etre tranquilles,
chassez-la—envoyez-la a Vienne. (After this the conversation took a
miscellaneous turn during which Goldemar spoke a great deal of Buona-
parte, and mentioned some inntoncftfl of his tyranny and injustice to his
army which are truly astonishing. This gave me an opportunity of
sounding hrm about Mural's feelings to Bonaparte.) He said:
Q. Quant a l'Empereur, n n'est pas possible de lui etre personnelle-
ment attacii—Q est le plus grand egolste qui ezistat jamais: cet TinmTnA
ne pense, n'agit, ne vh que pour lui seuL
D. Je suis Men aise, General, qne sur le continent vous commencez a
connedtre son caractere; il y a tnen longtaniH que vous etes les victimes
de son nmMtinn, qui n'a d'autre objet que son propre agrandissement.
Je suis seulement etonne qne ceux qu'fl a decores du titre de Roi ne
deairent point l'etre en effet—par example, Murat—comment diable peut-
il se contenter comme il est—mattre titulaire d'un beau pays, Borne sous
sa main, et Eugene Beauhamois pret a lui donner la main ? Je parle
d'Eugene B parce qu'il n'est pas possible que ce jeune homme ne
soit, a cosur, l'ennemi implacable de Buonaparte: un fils ne peut jamais
pardonner l'insulte qu'a soufferte sa mere.
O. Oh I—mon General (soupirant), que voules-voufl—il y a des
obstacles—des liens—des rapports entre l'Empereur et mon maitre t
D. Des liens t des rapports I vous vous moquez de moi, M. Goldemar
—voua ne voulez pas tees surement me precher la morale, et me parler
de Item, de reconnoissance, de l'honneur—et tout cela, si necessaire, en
verite entre nous autres en vie privee : vous ne voulez pas me parler de
cela entre deux souverains, quand il s'agit de I'indipendance d'un d'euz f
Si vous Ta.ignnTn>« de cette maniere, vous avez tres peu observe tout ce
qui s'est paese sur le continent deptris vingt ana.
G. Mais il faut avoir dues forces pour une telle entreprise.
D. Ah! pour cela,jene m'en male pas. Ceux qui preferentl'inde-
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pendance a l'esclavagedoivent penser aox moyens pourelever lenrs peoples,
et sa fortifier centre leur dominateur; poor moi, je vous avouerai franche-
ment, maia comprenez bien, je ne parle nile langagede mon Gouvernement,
ni de ma nation peat-lire generalement, mais je parle de moi-m&ne—
mon propre sentiment est qoe j'aimeiois mille fois mieux de voir Marat
independent qae vassal-: s'fl. etoit indipendant, il deviendroit, malgre
tons lea prejuges, l'allie natvrcl de l'Angleterre. N'importe, soit-il Murat,
soit-il un Bourbon—le semverain de Naples indipendant, oa se debattant
poor son independance, devient, de facto, l'allie des Anglois: o'est centre
la domination oniverselle de Buonaparte qae noas nous bartons—et tout
homme qoi a le courage de s'elever contre ce colosse a droit, non seule-
ment a notre admiration, mais aussi a notre secours : comprenez bien, je
parle theoriquement. Quant a mon Gouvernement, oa les Anglois en
general, je ne sais pas s'ils seroient de mon opinion; mais voos, General
—voos, dites-moi franchement, non pas comme Francois on general
napolitain, qa'est-ce qae voas pensez de moi, politique ?
<?. Oh 1 ma feii (after considerable lactation), il y a beaucoap de raison
en ce qae voas dites ; mais il y a des rapports—des dimcultes. (He here
Ml into a silence of a quarter of an hour, the longest interval of Ungual
repose he enjoyed while here, and the conversation took another torn.
He execrated the war and, like every other French general I ever met
with, prayed for peace that he might go and live quietly. I forgot to
mention tViat in speaking of Marat's situation I observed to \nm that he
could not be ignorant of Bonaparte's intention to transport him to Poland;
that Bonaparte was afraid of Marat's growing popularity at Naples, and
that before long he would have his order to march.)
G. Pour cela, General, ce changement n'aura tres sureznent pas lien:
mon—le Eoi ne soufErira pas cela, il a un caractere tres ferme, et il y a an
point au-dela duquel on hnrnmn ne vent que Ton le pousse. L'Empereor,
nous le savons bien, a envie de transplanter Mvrat, et le projet a deja ete
entame; mais £1 ne poussera pas l'aflaire au bout: il sait de quoi le Boi
est capable, et ne le poussera pas aux abeds. (Here there is a thing to
be seen; a projet of B's determined on and which the victim is resolved to
resist.) He mentioned the address with which Bonaparte had again pat
off war with Bussia, and alluded to this as a thing we must be acquainted
with. He did not speak of it as news, but as a thing we no doubt were
well aware of and repeating.
The foregoing will give an idea of the feeling in Naples about that
country, Bonaparte, and Sicily. All his conversation was in the same
strain, more or less. He certainly spoke with very great freedom against
Bonaparte, and entered so fully into the satire of some of the Ambigus
he found in his bedroom in my house, that he sat up reading them, he
told me, till two in the morning, and I gave him every number I had—
about fifteen.
N.B.—The above, as is evident, is written at a gallop, without pains
or correction. I hope it is legible. Goldemar has just left me, and this
is the moment to fix his conversation: by to-morrow one-half would have
evaporated. (Signed) B. Bossm.
OSCAB BEOWKIKG.
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